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Upcoming Events and Workshops

CTE has a multitude of online workshops
scheduled for this term. Topics range from
Remote Course Design, to Supporting Student
Mental Health, to the new Online Instructional
Skills Workshop, and many more. 

Additionally, Educational Technologies Week
is set for Monday, March 1 to Friday, March
5, and features 11 workshops on technologies
such a Bongo, MS Teams, PebblePlus, Perusall,
Extended Reality, and others. If you've never heard of some of these technologies,
you should join us to find out if they can enhance your students' learning! And if you
already know about these technologies, you should join us to find out about
additional features and strategies you might not have been aware of! See the
complete schedule of Educational Technology Week sessions. 

Incidentally, the opening session of Educational Technologies Week is
called Looking Backward, Looking Forward: Learnings from Remote Learning. This
session will start off with Donna Ellis (Director of CTE), Andrea Chappell (Director of
ITMS), and Aldo Caputo (Director of CEL) sharing their perspectives on the "journey"
of teaching and learning at Waterloo over the past twelve months: the highlights,
challenges, and noteworthy adaptations precipitated by the pandemic and the pivot
to remote teaching and learning. The middle part of this session will feature four
instructors who will share new strategies or technologies they’ve successfully
deployed in response to the constraints of remote teaching and learning. The final
part of the session will be a Q and A. 

Click here for CTE's workshops for the Winter Term.
Click here for the Educational Technologies Week workshops (or peruse them
in the graphic below)

2021 Teaching and Learning Conference!

CTE is pleased to announce that registration is open for our 12th annual University of
Waterloo Teaching and Learning Conference taking place on April 28 & April 29,
2021. Because the pandemic forced the cancellation of our 2020 conference, we'll
be proceeding with the theme of “Learning Through Assessment” that we had
planned for that year. This year’s conference will be held entirely online.

Our three keynote speakers are:

Dr. Kay Sambell, Independent Consultant and Visiting Professor of Assessment
for Learning at the University of Sunderland, UK
Dr. Sally Brown, Independent Consultant in Learning, Teaching and
Assessment and Emerita Professor at Leeds Beckett University, UK
Dr. Norm Vaughan, Professor in the Department of Education at Mount Royal
University

Additionally, the Igniting Our Practice plenary session will feature three
inspirational University of Waterloo instructors — Dr. Robert Hill and Dr. Brenda Lee
(Physics), and Dr. Veronica Austen (English) — demonstrating a successful
instructional approach to showcase some of the excellent remote teaching that's
been happening on our campus.

Click here for session descriptions and registration information. There is no
conference fee for Waterloo faculty, staff, and students (get your discount code
here).

Online Instructional Skills Workshop (ISW)

It's not too late to register for the new
Online Instructional Skills Workshop!
This workshop has been re-developed
to provide Waterloo instructors
teaching online the opportunity to
experiment with creating engaging and
meaningful online learning experiences.
The next offering  is scheduled
for February 22 to April 6. Register
here. 

New Teaching and Learning Resources

New Tip Sheet
CTE's Victoria Feth, Liaison for the Arts Faculty, recently enhanced and updated a
Teaching Tip Sheet now called Encouraging Academic Integrity in Remote, Online,
and In-Person Learning Contexts. The Tip Sheet includes, among other things,
guidance on how to design assignments for academic integrity and how to set up
your students for success. 

Workshop Video
Tommy Mayberry, formerly of CTE and
now the Manager of Outreach and
Recruitment at St. Jerome's University,
recently offered a very-well received
workshop entitled Gender Pronouns
and Cultures of Respect. If you
missed the workshop, a video recording
of Tommy's workshop is now available
on CTE's YouTube channel.

Art History Resource
In direct response to the pivot to remote teaching, Bojana Videkanic asked her
students use Padlet to create an innovative and collaborative resource for her art
history course (FINE 209: Introduction to Global Modernisms). Each student
researched several artists from around the world — and even directly contacted
artists and/or their families — and then used a shared Padlet to create
a collaborative map of the artists' locations:

When clicked, the purple pins representing the artists open to columns of detailed
information that the students developed for each artist: 

The project was so successful that Bojana intends to have new students further
develop it even after we've moved away from remote teaching. Click here to explore
this excellent resource, and to get a sense of how you might use Padlet with your
students! 

"Owner’s Manual for the Student Brain"

As others have observed, what you
know is less important than knowing
how to use it. The “what” is often at
your fingertips thanks to mobile
devices and search engines.
Accordingly, teaching and learning has
shifted to focus on the higher levels of
Bloom’s cognitive taxonomy —
comprehension, applying, analyzing,
synthesizing, evaluating.

In 2015, the Management Engineering Program’s first-year course was overhauled
with the foregoing assumption in mind and with the assistance of CTE’s Faculty
Liaison for Engineering. The new version of the course requires no memorization of
facts, no recitation of recipes, no regurgitation of algorithms. Instead, the course is
more like a design studio course and concentrates on the cognitive skills needed to
be a Management Engineer, and what it means to be a Management Engineer. The
course also focuses on general study skills, problem solving skills, preparation for
co-op, and how to transition from high school.

In 2019-2020, student volunteers, along with UW Housing, the Centre for Teaching
Excellence, and the Centre for Career Action, worked together to reconstitute the
lessons from this first-year course into general, student-friendly “notes.” References
to Management Engineering were also removed to make the content relevant to a
wider audience of students.

These notes were then published as a website called Owner’s Manual for the
Student Brain, which has now grown to more than 50 topics. On the website, the
notes are organized into categories: “How to learn,” “How to solve problems,” “Best
student practices,” “Planning and perspectives,” “Working in teams,” “Job hunting”,
“On the job”, “Mental health”, and “Online Learning” — all created with the help of
students, for students, and in the voice of students. Topics such as note-taking, how
to make and use lists, and how to read and listen for comprehension are also
covered.

The Owner’s Manual for the Student Brain website has already helped hundreds
of students since its launch in August 2020 with over 800 unique visitors and 2,500
sessions logged.

Instructors are welcome to share the student-friendly resources in The Owner’s
Manual for the Student Brain with students in any discipline. 

— Ken McKay, Professor and Department Teaching and Undergraduate Liaison
Officer

More Fast Facts About CTE

CTE has developed over 150 Teaching Tip Sheets
This year CTE will host its twelfth annual Teaching and Learning Conference
This year CTE will host its sixth annual Educational Technologies Week
CTE's Certificate in University Teaching program was established 22 years
ago
Waterloo's Teaching Resource Office (TRACE), which in 2007 was
amalgamated with the Learning and Teaching Through Technology (LT3) unit
and the Learning Resources and Innovation (LRI) unit in order to create CTE,
was established in 1976, among the first teaching centres in Canada 
The most popular video on CTE's YouTube channel is "Fundamentals of
University Teaching: Microteaching Feedback," with nearly 31,000 views. 
100% of CTE's staff take pride in helping to enhance teaching and learning at
Waterloo!

To subscribe to CTE's In the Loop newsletter, click here. 

CTE's Facebook page CTE's Twitter CTE's website
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